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Next-gen ICs willdelivera
stronger level of protection
·""

In a world where embedded electronic systems continue to come under attack ,
cryptog raphy p rovides flexible and effective too ls to address a myriad of potential
security threats . Scott Jones , Maxim lntegrated Micros , Security & Software
Bus iness Unit, explains
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Given the dedicated and opt imiSed
implementa tions, it is understood that a
hardware -based solution, i.e. a dedicated

exist to address these threats. However, the
secu rity ICs themsetves can become the
target or attack by an adversary attempting 10
circumvent er break the sec urity.

netlisl &xtmction secu rity IC, is the most effective formulation
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the counte rmeasu res and protection that

With an assumption or a security tC-based

preventnumeroustypesc f commonanacks. protectionsotution,thereare two general
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The reality is that there are valuable assets

categories ot attack scenanos: non-invasive
and w,vasive. Non-lnvasive attacks consist

associa ted with embedded systems that

c f operational measll'8ments, sometimes

face re1ent1essthreats. For example, such
systems encounter intrusions such as theft cf

combined with other extemally applied strn ui,
in an effort to obtain cr,,ptographic keys or other

intellectual property, introduct ion cf malware

sensitivedata. Examples ot such efforts irdJde

to disrupt or dest roy equipment, unauthorised
access to sensitive communication ,

differential er simple power/electromagnetic
analysis (DPA/SPA/DEMA/SEMA)
or the

tampering with data produced from toT

inducing or rautt states through vohage glitching,
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extreme thermal conditions, or laser ancl
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there are established circuits and algorithmic
countermeasures that are proven effective in
protecting the security IC and sensitiw stored
data from t,e;ng comprom ised .

lnvasiv@
attackson a socurityIC consist
of direct d ie-levet c ircuit probing,
modifica tion , deprocessing and reverse
engineertng, again with the objective of
compromising the solution by obtaining
keys, disab ling functiona lity or completely
reverse eng ineering the design to a netl ist
for reproduct ion. The skill set and required
too ls are more co mplex t han in the non -

provide strong protec tion against the invasive
threat is the physically unclonable funct ion
(PUF). PUF is a funct ion that is derived from

invasive scenarios, but they do exist and are

the comp tex and variable physicaVelectrlcal

commonly used to attack the secu rity !Cs

prop erties of ICs.

that protect high value assets .

Because PUF is dependent on random

For example , Figure 1 and Figure 2 are
examp les of the output from tools that

physica l factors [unpred ictable and

may be used with an invasive attack to first

incidental ly introduced durlng a manufacturing
process, it is virtually imposs ible to dup licate

image a portion of an IC and then extract
the netlist and schemat ics from the imaging.
An attacker would repeat this process for
the entire IC with the uttimate goal of gaining

unco ntrollab le) !hat exist natively and/o r are

or c lone. PUF technology natively generates
a digital fingerprin t for its associated securtty
IC, which can be utilised as a unique key/

some insight to launch a sub-circuit attack, or

secret to support cryptographic algo rtthms

producing a database to replicate the IC.

and services inclucling encryption/decryption,
authentication and d igital signature .

Uke in the non-invaSive situation, there are
A PUF implementation from Maxim lntegrated

c ircuit so lutions availabte to comba t invasive
attacl<s. One example consists of top level

operates on the natu rally occurr ing random

die shields that are active ly monitored for a

variation and mismatch of the analogue

tamper event and combined w rth detectiOn

characterist ics of fundamen tal semiconductor

c ircuitry that takes de fensive counte raction.

MOSFEr devices . Th is randomness originales

However, the skills and equipment of
attackers emp loying invasive techniques

from factors such as oxide variation,

quickly evolve and have historically been a

voltage , and interconnect impedances .

challenge to decisively defeat.

Sim ilar1y,the wafer manufactu ring process

device -to-device mismatch in threshold

introduces randomness through imperfect

PUF - DECISIVE INVASIVE ATTACK
COUNTERMEASURE

or non-uniform deposition and etching

A decisive techno logy that has emerged to

paramete r variation is normally a challenge

steps. Paradox ically, semiconduc tor dev ice
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that IC designers face during development.

electrical character istic to change due

In contrast, it is the fundamental basis and

to factors includ ing capac itivelinductive/

exploited for Max im's PUF deSign.

resistive IOadin,g. As a result , it is not possible
to extract any key data through invasive

Figure 3 provides a Simplified block diag ram

measurements .

cf the Maxim PUF architecture showing an
example key size of 128-bits. Shown with in

Also, due to the statist ical riature of imperfect

the PUF core block is a 16x 16 array cf 256
PUF elements each cf which is an analogue

manufacturing techniques, there is no known

structure. Through factory condition ing

method to discern any key information from
ingpection rnet hods . Simila.l1y
, even know!edge

these 256 elements are combined into 128

cf PUF elemeni paring does not reveaJ any

pairs . Compartng structure to structure,

informatiOn about the key value that would

random IN characte ristics due 10 lhe
previously described parameters, exist and

ultimalely be derived from the analogue
characteristics cf the PUF element structures.

are utilised to generate bina,y 1/0 values
through precision circuit level compartson

when a cryptographic operation is performed

c f each element within a pair. For example,

- thereafter, it is instantaneously erased.

elements {2, 1} and {14, 16} could constitute

Combined, these anribu les of this PUF design

a pair, and W characteristics

ot each

would

Finally, the PUF key value only exists digitally

result in a SOiution that is hlghly immune to

be compa red to derive a bit value. Th is
is repeated with each cf the 128 pairs to

invasive attacks .

produce a 128-bit PUF key output (for this

PUF RELIABILITY AND CRYPTO
QUALITY

key size example).

From a cryptograph ic perspective , reliability
From an invasive attac k perspective, any

and randomness are critical charac teristics

probing er attempted arialogue measureme nt

that a PUF solution must exhibit. For use

c f a PUF element causes the analogue

as a erypto graphic key. or root thereof,
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the PUF Output must have 100% reliability,
meaning PUF-derived key bit values must
be repealable over time and all operating
cond itions. For semiconductor devices, this
evaluation is performed using JEDC defined
industry proven methods of reliability study.
This iociudos seIoc1ingand subjcc 1ing a
s1atis1ica11y
significant sample sei ot devices
to environmental and operational stress
conditions that enable evaluation of lifetime
reliabilily performance. These stresses include
high temperature ope rating life (1-I
TOL),
temperature cycling, packaging and solder
reflow influences, voltage and temperature
drill, and highly acceleraled temperature/
humidity stress testing (HAST) . Pe<fonning
a reliability qualif,cation study using these
proven me1hods resuns in a s1a1islicaI
assessll'e nt of how a design will perfonn over
the life of its use in a system . For example,
consider that a system end product could
have a design tife ot ten years and operates
within -40"C to +85"C environments with
power sources that can fluctuate by :t 10%.
Equallycritic.~ with a PUF solution is the
reQtiremen t for high performance eryptographiC
quality,with a key property being randomness.
Low quality randomness can create a
cryptographic attaek vtAnerability through
predictability weakness. Stalislical lest Suiles,
inciuding NIST SP 800-22, pc'Ovidean industry
proven means to measure randomnessof
PUF 0<.rtput.Evaluationagainst the test su~e
provides seve<al ,netrics which determine
whether the PUF output is consistent with a
random sequence. Tobe statistically Significant.
these toots requirelarge data sets tor the
analysis , e.g. 2CJ<bit
sequences. Therelore.
the output from a !arge set of PUF instances is
required and used ro, the assessment.

RELIABILITY STUDIES ON PUF
TI1e reliability of Maxim 's PUF was proven
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lrom results ob tained via a lil etime
reliability analysis as described previously.
Fundan1entally,the reliability study pc'Oduced
ing,
data to understand the shift from a_qe
temperature/voltage drift, IC packaging,
PCB assembly, etc. ol the PUF elements .
Relative 10 the time-zero characteristics or
two PUF paired elements, the post -reliability
study paired elements have been shown to
consume around seven percent of the total
margin available to maintain the stability of
the ovtput binary value. The final 0<.rtPtrt
lrom the analysis is a PUF key error rate
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(KER) of :s5ppb, where KER is clefined as the
probab ility that 1-bit within the total key slzed
prod uced by the PUF, e.g. 256·btt, would ffip
over the life or the product.
A randomness assessment of the PUF relied

on pertormance to NIST standard SP 800 ·22
monobit, poker, runs test and long run tesl.
These are lest suttes that evaluate whether
output data is consistent with a random
sequence. Assessmerit resulls ror each ol the
lour tests validate excellent performance with
respect to randomness.
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To evaluate immun ity to invasive attack and
reverse engineering , the Maxim PUF SOiution
was evaluated by a leading US-based
company that spec ialises in die level security
assessments and IC reverse engineering
expertise. With the given assessment time
frame, there was no comp romise of PUF
operatiOn, along w ith a q ualitative ooncl usiOn
that the solution is 'highly effective
and resistant against physical reverse
engineering attac ks'.

PUF USE CASES
Numerous use cases exist for a PUF
SOiution. Three are shown in Fig ure 4,
Figura 5 and Figura 6 . In Figu ra 4, to secu re

all stored da ta on a secu rity IC, t he PU F
derived key is used to encrypVdecrypt data
as needed using an algorithm such as AES.
Any NVM data extr act ed from an invas ive
attack is useless given its encrypte d st ate
and inabil~y to obtai n t he PUF-based
decrypt ion key. Figu ra 5 show s t he use of
PUF as t he unique private key for ECDSA
sign ing operations . For this case t he
device wo uld comp ute its own public key
from the PUF private key, and a certificate
wo uld be installed in NVM by a certi ficate
authority prior to end -use deployment. In
Figure 6, the PUF private key is the root
private key for the secu rity IC and is used
in conjunct ion w ith the end system to
establish a 'root of trust' wi th the sec urity
IC for subsequent serviees.

MAXIM'SCOMMERCIAL
PUFBASED SECURITYIC
Maxim introduced its first PUF-based security
IC , the DS28E38 . in November 20 17. The
DS28E38 is an ECDSA authenticator that
utilises the company's ChipDNA PUF outp ut
as key oontoot to cryptographically secure
all device stored data. Optionally, under '-'Ser
control, ChipDNA iS used as the private key
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SUMMARY

provides a core set of cryptograp l1ic tools

Embedded systems have electronic assets

deri\<ed from integrated blocks including

that can be protected by cryptography.

asymmetric (ECC-P256) and symme tric (SI-IA-

Security ICs wl th cryp tograph ic func tions

256) hardware engines, a FIPS/NIST-compliant

prov ide optimal protection, but ult imately.

true random number generator (TRNG), 2Kb of

become the auac k point by those

secu red EEPROM. a decrement -only oounter,

attempt ing to comprom ise the assets .

and a unique 64-bit ROM identif,calion

Furt hermore. attackers are becoming

number (ROM 1D). Tl,e ECC publ ic/prlva te

increasingly sophisticated in their

key capabi lrties operate from the NIST-defined

techniques . A dec isive countermeasure to

P-256 curve to provide a FIPS 186-cornpliant

the invasive attack is the PUF, which , due to

ECDSA signature generation tunct ion. A block

its inherit qualities, can be hlghly immu ne to

diagram of the DS28E38 is shown in Figure 7.

reverse engineering methods .
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